
Envoy Visitor Registration simplifies front desk sign-in. Collect contact information,  

capture visitor photos and have them sign legal documents—all on the iPad.

The easiest way to sign in visitors

Streamline visitor sign-in

Envoy helps you boost front 
desk efficiency. It makes  

sign-in a breeze, whether you 
have one or hundreds of  

visitors per day.

Make a better first impression

The customizable iPad app is 
an unexpected way to show-

case your brand and wow 
guests with a modern first 

impression.

Know who’s in the building

With automatic badge printing, 
photo capture and a real-time 

visitor dashboard, you’ll always 
know who’s authorized to be 

on-site.
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Robust features help you 
work smarter

Send host notifications

Let Envoy notify your team  
when their guests arrive,  

and you’ll never waste time 
tracking down a visitor’s 

host again.

Speed up sign-in with pre-registration

Send custom invites, alert your team 
of expected guests, and speed up 
sign-in—all in one step.

Keep everything in the secure cloud

Our cloud-based solution means  
your data is always safe, come  
natural disaster or equipment loss.

Automate legal paperwork

Envoy makes it simple for  
visitors to review and sign  
your NDA or waiver, either 

directly on the iPad or  
in advance.

Enhance security with visitor photos

Quick access to visitor photos can 
prove invaluable in the case of a  
security incident or emergency.

Manage from the web dashboard

Your dashboard is accessible from 
any computer, so visitor data and 
settings are only a click away.

Print visitor badges

Envoy automatically prints 
visitor badges, so it’s easy to 
know who’s welcome in your 
office, and more importantly, 

who’s not.

Simplify audits and compliance

Compiling compliance reports has 
never been easier: Simply export 
detailed visitor logs with one click.

Centrally manage multi-site offices

Configure settings and monitor  
device status for all locations, from 
one central dashboard.

ENVOY AT POPSUGAR

“Envoy was up and running at POPSUGAR’s three offices 
within days. It’s clear the team at Envoy has thought 
about the entire experience, from setup to finish.”

—Bjorn Pave, Senior Director of Information Technology
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